Regardless of extensive researches on hydrologic forecasting models, the issue of updating the outputs from forecasting models has remained a main challenge. Most of the existing output updating methods are mainly based on the presence of persistence in the errors. This paper presents an alternative approach to updating the outputs from forecasting models in order to produce more accurate forecast results. The approach uses the concept of the similarity in errors for error prediction. The K nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm is employed as a similarity-based error prediction model and improvements are made by new data, and two other forms of the KNN are developed in this study. The KNN models are applied for the error prediction of flow forecasting models in two catchments and the updated flows are compared to those of persistence-based methods such as autoregressive (AR) and artificial neural network (ANN) models. The results show that the similaritybased error prediction models can be recognized as an efficient alternative for real-time inflow forecasting, especially where the persistence in the error series of flow forecasting model is relatively low.
INTRODUCTION
Inflow forecasts are a fundamental requirement for managing water resources systems and the successful operation of river-reservoir systems. Increased computer capacity has led to the increased use of hydrological models in forecasting. Along with sophisticated models and longer time series, also the data acquisition systems that are used to collect real-time hydrologic data have improved and made it possible to use up-to-date information from basins in realtime forecasting.
The forecasting models that operate in real-time are often supported by observed inflow or water level at the time of forecasting. This feedback process of assimilating the measured data into the forecasting procedure to improve the performance of a real-time forecasting system is referred to as updating (Refsgaard ) . The updating procedures may concentrate on input variables, state variables, model parameters, and output variables depending on the variables modified during the feedback process (World Meteorological Organization (WMO) ; Refsgaard ).
If forecasting interest is limited to only a few variables
at some specific locations with a high degree of accuracy and for a considerably long forecast lead-time, a data assimilation scheme based on the updating of output variables may be the most suitable approach (Babovic et al. ) .
The key advantage of an output updating procedure is the simplicity of its application in a totally automated way to any flow forecasting model (hereafter called primary model), without any need to alter its structure and physical time step without addressing the contribution of the different sources of error. The predicted error is then added as a correction to the corresponding forecast of the primary model (hereafter called simulated flow) to provide the updated forecast. The primary model, operating together (i.e., coupled) with its output forecast updating procedure, is known as a real-time forecasting model (Becker & Serban ) . In real-time inflow forecasting, incorporating the knowledge of the prediction errors of the past forecast to the forecasting models of different horizons can greatly improve performance of models (Khu et al. ) . As the corrections are made by the difference between the simulated and observed values (hereafter called simulation errors), the flow data have to be highly reliable (Lundberg ) .
Error prediction methods can be applied to any type of forecasting model since they are based on the time series modeling of the forecast error series (Bell & Moore ) . Output updating processes in these models are based on the presence of persistence (hereafter called persistencebased models) in the error series of forecasting models.
These approaches may result in reliable forecasts if the structure of the simulation-mode forecast error time series exhibits high persistence (Xiong & O'Connor ) .
As outlined, in the persistence-based models, the simulation errors in latest time steps are an indisputable part of these models and are used as the inputs to the error prediction models. In comparison with the persistence-based methods, this study takes advantage of the concept of similarity in the errors and develops similarity-based models for error prediction. The similarity-based error prediction models, as addressed in this paper, estimate the current error based on the most similar errors to the state of the current time step. Conceptually speaking, the similarity-based error prediction models assume that the current error will be close to the values of the similar simulation errors. The similar error cases for current time step can be found from historical error cases set according to the similarity degree between them and the historical error cases. The premise behind the similarity-based models for error prediction is that they can mimic what has happened in the past under situations similar to the current time. In fact, in these models, it is expected that the similar input variables to the flow forecasting model produce more or less similar outputs and hence relatively similar errors. In this regard, the K nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm, which is one of the most popular algorithms in pattern recognition, can be a proper choice to be used as a similarity-based error prediction model. KNN is based on the similarity assumption and prediction is made by the finite number of similar neighbors. In previous studies, KNN has been frequently applied for the non-updating mode of flow forecasting (Karlsson & Yako- 
where e(t) denotes the simulation error of the selected primary model, Q(t) andQ(t) are the observed and simulated flows, respectively.
The updating model at the current time step is then developed to predict e(t) and the updated forecast is calculated as:
whereQ(t) is the updated flow andê(t) is the estimate of e(t) at time t (i.e., simulation error).
In the updating mode, the forecasts resulting from the primary model are subsequently modified, or updated, in accordance with the errors observed in the previous forecasts or the ones available in the calibration data set. This study focuses on the methodology how to forecast the simulation error of the primary model. 
In this study, apart from the fact that the ANN model is employed as the primary model for flow forecasting in the simulation mode, the ANN is used as one of the persistence-based error prediction models in the updating mode.
Persistence-based approach for error prediction
The persistence-based approach uses two of the most commonly used models for error prediction, namely the AR model and ANN model. 
Mathematically, this error prediction model is expressed
as: A weighted Euclidian norm is usually used to measure the closeness (similarity) of the feature vector of query error (X t ) and any feature vector of the calibration data set (X i ):
where i, j are the indices for data (error values) and attributes, respectively, w a j is the weight of each attribute, m is the number of attributes, and x ij is the normalized value of jth attribute of ith error value in the calibration data set. It should be noted that each attribute is normalized to minimize the scale difference. Given the output values of neighbors (e i ), the predicted output for the test pattern (ê t ) is calculated as follows: 
Atkeson et al. () claimed there is no clear evidence that a specific kernel function is always superior to others; however, some outperformed others on some data sets (Solomatine et al. ) . The number of nearest neighbors which should be considered in estimation is a challenging issue itself. Indeed, no well-established methods exist for selecting an optimal K for using the KNN. Wu et al.
() adopted K as m þ 1 in a monthly streamflow prediction model where the attributes were all the lagged monthly streamflows. However, in practice, the number of neighbors is often chosen empirically by cross-validation or domain experts (Kang & Cho ) . In this study, the KNN is traditionally calibrated off-line using the calibration data set which results in the best kernel function, the optimal number of nearest neighbors, and the weights of attributes (w 
APPLICATION Study catchments
The data used in this study were taken from the Karoon and inputs for the forecasting models. Table 1 shows the statistical parameters (i.e., minimum value: X min , maximum value:
X max , mean: X mean , standard deviation: S x ) for the daily flow data sets of the Soosan and Talezang gauging stations.
As can be seen from the table, the splitting of the data into calibration and verification data sets has been done so that both data sets have relatively similar statistics. In addition, the periods of verification data for both cases are selected after the periods of calibration data. This is consistent with the role of the new data in the KNN-2 model, as forecasting proceeds in a real system, the new data are obtained. The primary model and the updating procedures are calibrated and verified using the same calibration and verification periods in order to assess improvement in the forecast accuracy for each data set separately.
Performance criteria: model evaluation
Numerous statistical goodness-of-fit criteria have been proposed in the literature for evaluating hydrologic modeling results. We consider the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient of efficiency (NSE) (Equation (8)) (Nash & Sutcliffe ) and average absolute relative error (AARE) (Equation (9)) as more common criteria. The Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient of efficiency which provides a measure of the ability of a model to predict values that are different from the mean has the following form:
The initial variance The AARE is calculated as follows:
where N is the number of data used for evaluation. The error statistics based on the percentage error in prediction with respect to observed value (such as AARE) may be better for performance evaluations as they give appropriate importance to all magnitude flows (low, medium, or high) (Jain & Kumar ). The coefficient of efficiency, however, tends to
give greater attention to the high magnitude flows due to the involvement of the square of the difference between the observed and predicted flows. Therefore, in this evaluation, the errors in estimating low magnitude flows are dominated by the errors in estimating high magnitude flows.
ANN model for simulation-mode flow forecasting
As stated earlier, the ANN model is the flow forecasting model selected to estimate flow for each catchment for non-updating simulation mode. In a data-driven model, an important step is the choice of the input variables depend on the following variables: the discharges of days t-1 and t-2 at the Soosan gauging station (Q 108 (t-1) and Q 108 (t-2), respectively), the discharges of day t-1 at the Pol-e-Shaloo, Armand, and Barez gauging stations (Q 237 (t-1), Q 231 (t-1), and Q 225 (t-1), respectively), the rainfall depths of day t-1 at the Barez and Lordegan gauging stations (R 225 (t-1) and R 235 (t-1), respectively). Also, it is observed that the predicted discharge of day t at the Talezang gauging station, namely Q 295 (t), is related to these variables: the discharges of days t-1 and t-2 at the Talezang gauging station (Q 295 (t-1) and Q 295 (t-2), respectively), the discharges of day t-1 at the Tang 
Forecast errors analysis
Having determined the forecasts by the ANN model, an analysis of the errors of the simulated flows over calibration data for each catchment was done and the plots of autocorrelation functions of the flow forecast error series are presented in Figure 4 . Number of hidden nodes ¼ 11
Number of output nodes ¼ 1; including Q 295 (t) Q: flow; R: rainfall.
Subscripts represent the national code number of each gauging station in Iran's telemetry system (see Figure 3) . Figure 4 indicates that, in the case of the 
Analysis of

Implementation of the updating procedures
This section applies the persistence-based and similaritybased procedures for forecasting the simulation error on flows, e(t). As stated earlier, the order of persistence ( p)
for the AR and ANN updating models is first investigated using AC function of a prediction error time series generated from the calibration data and finally determined by trial and error tests. Based on the results of the AC functions shown in Figure 4 , the maximum number of the persistence was limited to three and five in the cases of the Karoon and Dez catchments, respectively, both for the AR and ANN models, in trial and error tests. The comparisons of the efficiencies of the discharges updated with varying degrees of the persistence showed that AR(2) and AR(3) were the best configurations of the AR models for the Karoon and Dez catchments, respectively. Also for the ANN models, the more parsimonious networks among the better performing ones were preferred as the error prediction models for the catchments. As a consequence, the ANN with two input nodes and three nodes at the hidden layer was chosen as the error prediction model at the Soosan gauging station at the Karoon catchment. In addition, the results indicated the ANN with four input nodes and seven nodes at the hidden layer is the optimal configuration for the Talezang gauging station at the Dez catchment.
In the KNN-1 model, cross-correlation and mutual information analyses were done to study the relation between different input variables to the ANN flow forecasting model and the model errors for each catchment. The resulting information was used as a guide in a trial and error process, to select the most related attributes at which they can be best applied in the KNN-1 error prediction model.
Consequently, the KNN-1 models were configured with the attributes of Q 108 (t-1), Q 231 (t-1), Q 225 (t-1), R 225 (t-1), and R 235 (t-1) for the Karoon catchment and the attributes of Q 295 (t-1), Q 293 (t-1), Q 291 (t-1), Q 285 (t-1), R 295 (t-1), and Tables 3 and 4 show the performance of the flow forecasts updated with the best performing configurations identified Tables 3 and 4 In order to illustrate this drawback, the efficiency of the KNN-3 model as compared to the KNN-1 and KNN-2 models, on the different ranges of flow, was investigated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For this purpose, the magnitude of flow at the verification period for both catchments was divided into low (X X mean ), medium (X mean < X X mean þ 2S x ) and high magnitude (X > X mean þ 2S x ) flows. Table 5 compares the results of the models in terms of AARE over the verification data set on the different ranges of flow. The results show that although the KNN-3 is relatively efficient at forecasting low and medium flows, it is not successful at forecasting the high flows as compared with the KNN-1 and KNN-2 models for both catchments.
In order to illustrate the details of the forecast matching, the graphical comparisons of the observed, simulated, and updated hydrographs of the two catchments for the highest flood in the verification period are plotted in Figure 5 . The updated forecasts are presented using only the best updating procedures in terms of NSE value for each catchment.
The similarity-based error prediction models described in this paper involved just one-step lead time updating by estimating the simulation error of the primary model. In order to make multi-step ahead predictions (i.e., the predictions with a lead time larger than one time step), two procedures may be employed: (1) 
CONCLUSION
This study introduced a similarity-based approach for error prediction of real-time inflow forecasting. The KNN algorithm was used as the main platform to implement the proposed similarity-based approach. It was shown that the modified KNN, which benefits from the new data in the search space, is superior to the traditional KNN.
The combination of similarity and persistence in error prediction was used to present another prediction model (KNN-3) in which the search space for neighbors is limited to the latest forecast errors. It was illustrated that this model is relatively efficient for the medium and low range of inflows.
Application of the proposed models revealed that using the similarities in the errors into the similarity-based KNN models may substantially improve inflow forecasting. If the similarities in errors are prevailing, the proposed models can successfully be applied in any flow forecasting model To extend the similarity-based error prediction models for multi-step ahead real-time flow forecasting, two different approaches were proposed and their performances need to be investigated.
